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Ready in June! 

The GUITAR REVIEW 
No. 21 

Entirely devoted to Brazilian music 
articles. drawings, photographs, 
music by Villa-Lobos, Guarnieri 

and others. Price $1.50 

Subscriptions accepted : 

Nos. 19-24 inclusive $S.00 
Nos. 19-20-2 1 .. . ... $3 .50 
Single copies .. . $1.50 

Ask your dealer or order directly 

NOW from-

The GUITAR REVIEW 
409 EAST 50th STREET, 

EW YORK 22, N .Y. 

NYLON STRINGS FOR THE 
CLASSICAL GUITAR 

t 
i 

World's finest strings, Used by t 
leading artists, Hand made for 
utmost precision, Available in 

silver plated or pure s ilver 
wire. 

. - · • -·-<-

E. & 0. MARI, INC. 
Manufacturers of Musically Better Strings 

Since 1600 

38-01 23rd. Avenue 
Long Island City, 5, N. Y . 

U.S.A. 

A must for every guitarist l 

Major and minor diatonic scales, by 

A. SEGOVIA 
New revised edition with Spanish and 

English text ... .. . $1.50 
Three Flamenco Variations by 
Sophocles Papas ... .. . $1.00 

GUITAR SHOP, 1816 M. Street, N.W. 
Washington 6, D.C., U.S.A. 

VICTORIA KINGSLEY 

RECITAL 

ON Monday, June 17th at 
7.30 p.m. in the Wigmore Hall, 

London, Victoria Kingsley will give 
a Recital of Songs with Guitar and 
Drum. The programme will include 
songs by Dowland, Mudarra, Mozart 
and Brahms; also Folk Songs from 
Brazil, The Hebrides and U.S.A. 

ROYAL FESTIVAL HALL 

THE Charity Concert at the Royal 
Festival Hall , London, was 

opened by Julian Bream who played 
a lesser-known Gavotte by Bach, 
Two Sonatas by Cimarosa and a 
Rondo by Sor. His playing of Sor 
was outstandingly fine. 

In the second half he played 
Fandanguillo (Turina), A Minor 
Study (Villa-Lobos) and Leyenda 
(Albeniz)-with Choros No. 1 
(Villa-Lobos) as an encore. Ilse 
Wolf (soprano), who deputised for 
Jacqueline Delman at short notice, 
and Campoli (violinist) also shared 
the programme. 

The new work by Matyas Seiber, 
a new and most amusing setting of 
Lear's "The Owl and the Pussy-cat", 
suitably rounded off an enjoyable 
concert. (April 28th). 
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READERS-PLEASE NOTE! 
The next issue of Guitar News No. 38 will be published on 

SEPTEMBER 1 st 

VLADIMIR BOBRI: An Introduction 
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The history of the classic guitar shows clearly that its progress depends 
1n people of varied talents and abilities-exponents of the guitar, composers 
an,/ publishers of guitar music, makers of guitars and strings, teachers, writers 
on guitar matter and organisers-to mention the most obvious. 

Vladimir Bobri has been president of the Society of the Classic Guitar 
of New York for many years and his success as an organiser has been unique. 
Not only has the society increased tenfold since its postwar revival but it has ,_ 
sponsored many successful concerts and recitals-apart from its normal meet
ings-and it has produced the finest and most artistic publication in the 
history of the guitar- The Guitar Review. 

Feeling sure that readers of "Guitar News" would be glad to know 
nwre about the man and his work for the guitar we wrote asking for a portrait 
and an article-autobiographical or biographical. Fortunately the request 
was seen by a brilliant artist and writer, Gregory d'Alessio, who has known 
trnd worked with Mr . Bobri for many years. He is the editor of the S.C.G. 
Bulletin and is also co-editor with Bobri of "The Guitar R eview". 

Wilfrid M. Appleby. 

VLADli41R BOBRI: 
AN APPRECIATION 

by Gregory d'Alessio (U.S.A.) 

THE fi rst guitarist I met was not Vladimir Bobri. He was the second. 
Fidel Zabal was the first, and through him I soon met Bobri; and thus 
began my personally guided tour in the enchanting domain of the guitar. 

Few eager innocents like myself have been so lucky in a quest so often 
frustrating. For me, there was no lingering and longing at the gates. Bobri 
not only opened the gates but led me directly and forthwith into the shining 
palace itself. 

What brought about this lovesickness ? Like many of us I was hopelessly, 
inextricably captured by a class ical guitar recording by Segovia. 

My love was pure and honorable. But the means I employed in pursuing 
my romance were not so honorable : l was clever, cunning, conniving. 
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I knew that the many-suitored maid would not come to me; therefore, I 
must go to her; not alone, hat in hand, unheralded, unannounced, but in the 
company of a responsible old friend of her family. Only thus could I offer 
my heart and my hand with any chance of being taken seriously. So I kept 
a sharp lookout for such an influential go-between. As events turned out, 
Vladimir Bobri was my man. 

A natural consequence of becoming enamored of the guitar was a desire, 
nay, a determination to play it, and one day in the Spring of 1944 I found 
myself in the shop of Vicente Tatay, guitar maker, looking over his instru
ments. The Tatay shop in New York was a gathering place for gu itarists. On 
the day that I sought it out, it was as busy as a bar on a Saturday afternoon
(in fact, it was a Saturday afternoon)- only, instead of tippling, the dozen or 
so men milling about were tinkling- trying out Tatay's arrray of guitars that 
were hung in a large glass showcase. Knowing nothing about guitars except 
how much I could afford to pay for one, I realized that I must have some 
advice. It was then that I noticed Fidel Zabal, so far a stranger to me. 
Smallish, dark, handsome and obviously Spanish, he was conversing 
animatedly with another aficionado, and among his Spanish-accented words, 
I caught the name "Bobri". My ears quivered away from my head at 90 
degree angles. 

Bobri was even then a noted guitar figure; but his name, to me, was 
highest in the echelons of my own profession: graphic art. If I could meet 
him I would be meeting someone whose pursuits were all that I would like 
to emulate. With an ear cocked casually, 1 heard my eavesdroppee mention 
that he and Bobri played guitar together every Monday. This was my first 
knowledge of any guitar playing going on anywhere in New York! I was 
determined to be an observer and a listener. A plan slowly took form in my 
mind. Holding up a guitar I'd chosen, I approached Zabal with an innocence 
and guilelessness l never knew I could fabricate. Desperation had transformed 
me into a Machiavelli. I asked his opinion of the instrument. Graciously, 
he took the guitar, ran his eye over it, hefted it, and rippled off a few scales. 
I admired his speed, technique and clarity, and humbly told him so, adding 
that I would like to hear him play more seriously sometime, and when could 
I? "Well", he answered, as I'd hoped he would, "if you don't mind listening 
to informal practising, I play every Monday with a friend, and you may drop 
in if you like." My trick had worked. He gave me his name and address. 
(Shortly after, Fidel Zabal became my first teacher.) Monday was only three 
days off, and there I was at the appointed hour. From then on my close 
association with Bobri began. 

Right off, noticing my eagerness to be of and for the guitar, he saw a 
chance of reviving the then slumbering Soc;ety of the Classic Guitar, which 
had been formed in 1936, Bobri being one of its original founders. The war 
had slowly decimated its ranks and things in 1944 were at a standstill. With 
my help and enthusiasm this might be the opportune moment to resume 
activities. 

The name of Bobri had not lost its magic, and, as we soon found out, 
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the guitar was not dead in New York. He called in the flock which had not 
strayed too far afield and they gathered happily, some twenty or thirty of them. 
Bobri was elected President, and has held that office ever since. (The Society's 
membership numbers now about 250 and is increasing every day. We are 
currently in the middle of one of our most active and exciting seasons.) 

Bobri's reserved manner and my timidity in those days combined to 
prolong my taking the measure of the man; but slowly my appreciation of him 
evolved. I learned that as an actual player (by then I'd heard many) he 
ranked with the best of the non-professionals, and even some professed 
professionals; but in his sense of history was perhaps where he shone mostly. 
I discovered that he had composed and published scores of original pieces; 
his transcriptions and arrangements were voluminous. This sense of history 
inevitably led to a consuming desire to include the modern classic guitar in 
the annals of music, and thus The Guitar: R eview was born. Starting modestly 
at first, but surrounded by many willing workers, Bobri has made The Guitar 
R eview what it is today: a musical puolication of international fame, at once 
scholarly but readable; beautiful but useful. Under his direction, each issue 
emerges as a gem in itself- a collector's item. The artistic conception and 
most of the ideas for its editorial content are his. The result: two Certificates 
of Excellenc_e awarded by The American Institute of Graphic Arts. 

Bobri's studio in New York is a Mecca for all guitarists, local or foreign. 
His doorbell is rung at all hours of the day, and sometimes night, by this 
visitor from Spain, Mexico, England, or Saudi Arabia ; or that bewildered 
youth from the Bronx, Brooklyn, or Newark, hopefully seeking guidance (much 
as I was) in the purchase of a guitar, finding a teacher, the explanation of a 
musical problem. 

When Bobri travels, and he has done so extensively, he too seeks out the 
guitar Meccas. Very soon after a disembarkation, he is seated in a room 
very much like his own in Manhattan, talking guitar, playing guitar, listening 
to guitar, with whoever his opposite number in the foreign city may be : Pujol 
and his wife (Matilde CuervasJ in France; Hermann Hauser in Germany (from 
whom Bobri QUrchased one of the finest Hauser guitars in 1928- a reluctant 
sale on the part of Hauser, according to Bobri , since that particular guitar was 
a guitar for a master, not a mere aficionado); in Spain, Marcello Barbero, 
flamenco guitar maker, Luis Maravilla, Rafael Morales, Walter Starkie, Santos 
Hernandos, Jose Ramirez, Manuel Gallego Morel, Sainz de la Maza, Andres 
Segovia (who, of course, is seasonally in New York); in Mexico, Ponce, 
Guillermo Gomez; in Guatemala, scores of players of stringed and marimba 
instruments; in Turkey, Sascha Makaroff, the celebrated Russian Gypsy 
guitarist. 

In all of these countries, Bobri also found time to fill sketch book after 
sketch book of impressions of people, landscape, and interesting architecture. 
An enthusiastic publisher in Milan brought out a folio of Bobri's sketches of 
Taxco, Mexico, a few years ago, which enjoyed and is still enjoying a brisk 
sale among collectors of fine work. 

Vladimir Bobri was born in Kharkov, the Ukraine, 59 years ago. He is 
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tall, athletic and scholarly looking. He is scholarly looking because he is 
scholarly. While there are some who may excel over him in this or that aspect 
of the guitar, I do not feel it would be an exaggeration to say that he is one of 
the most widely known all-round guitar personalities in the world : composer, 
arranger, player, executive, administrator, editor, researcher, musicologist
these are some of his accomplishments; and in the pro(ession by which he 
earns the wherewithal to keep him and his guitar activities going, he has 
captured every important award. 

During my fourteen-year association with Bobri , and in my leisurely study 
of him, one ·characteristic of the man has always been present : patience
patience in dealing with any problem, patience with people, especially when 
confronted with the eager desire of a beginner to play duets with him. He 
will play with anyone, and the choice of the music is yours. H e will guide 
you and coach you and never tire of showing, over and over, how to play the 
difficult passages. Never, though, has he taught in a formal sense; but the 
most I ever got out of a guitar was what I picked up through countless such 
sessions with Bobri, accomplishing what I never dreamed I could, and what 
I never did under formal tutelage. 

Musically, he is no snob . His taste is catholic. I've burst in on him 
in the middle of a blues passage one day, and on another day it would be 
something baroque or romantic. His interest in folk music is deep and intense 
and covers every corner of the world. 

He used to appear often, in the earlier days, as a soloist before Society 
and other audiences, but not for several years has he done so. He prefers 
now to play in ensembles, duets, trios, quartets, and more preferably, in 
ensembles including other instruments and voices. 

Bobri received a request, some time ago, from the Editor of this valuable 
magazine, for a cover photo of himself, and "some biographical data". He 
was about to comply with the latter part of the request in what I thought was 
too modest a manner, when I took a chance and put my presumptuous nose 
into the matter. I pushed aside his skimpy notes of names and dates and 
places and asked for the privilege of bringing to readers of Guitar News this 
objective and therefore fuller and more appreciative sketch of the man. I'm 
glad I caught it in time. 

CLASSIC GUITAR REFERENCE CHART 
Designed by . V. Bobri 

with a Message from Andres Segovia 
This convenient wall chart shows at a g lance exact position of every note on 
the actual s ize fingerboard , diagrams for correct playing positions of ha nds and 
body; valuable data on strings, guitar musi'c, care of nails , etc . Ind ispensable 
for teachers and students. Price $1.50 - Order directly from : 

V. BOBRI - 409 E. 50th STREET, NEW YORK 22, N.Y. , U.S.A. 
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Manuel Cubedo, 

Francisco Tarrega Rizo, 

Marieta Tarrega Rizo, 

Fernando Salvador 

IHI (Q) IMI A~ I~ 1f(Q) 
by Jose Maria Castell (Spain) 

0 N the 25th March last a ceremony was held in honour of Francisco 
Tarrega, which was organised by the Town Counci l of Castellon de la 
Plana, on the occasion of the presentation to the town by the son and 

daughter of the great guitarist of an original portrait in oils of their father, 
painted by his contemporary, the eminent Valencian painter, the late Ignacio 
Pinazo. (See picture above). 

Pinazo's portrait, which is a very fine one, shows Tarrega in his prime, 
and at the time of his greatest triumphs. 

The members of the Town Council assembled in the council chamber, 
which was filled with officials, guests and guitar-lovers, and Don Fernando 
Salvador read a short speech in praise of Tarrega's pioneer work in the 
regenerating and modernisation of guitar technique, and in marking out the 
path which his pupils were to tread after him. 

Our brilliant guitarist, Manuel Cubedo, who had come from Lisbon ex
pressly to take part in the ceremony, played the following compositions; -
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Sarabande y doble 
Elegia a Tarrega 
Preludio No. 5 
Estudio brillante 
Danza Mora . .. 
Homenaje a Tarrega ... 
Alborada 
Capricho arabe 
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Bach 
Fortea 
Tarrega 
Tarrega 
Tarrega 
Pujol 
Tarrega 
Tarrega 

His magnificent performance showed that Cubedo's guitar, played with 
the pads of the fingers- with his "velvet fingers", as Tarrega's son called them, 
reached a pitch of perfection that it would be difficult to surpass, and which 
was well worthy of the subject of the ceremony. 

Francisco and Marieta Tarrega Rizo, son and daughter of the master, 
then presented the portrait of their father to the Mayor of Castellon-a 
generous gift which was much applauded, and which the town will cherish 
gratefully. 

Finally the Mayor made a short and appropriate speech in honour of 
Tarrega, and spoke of the town's pride in this memorial of the illustrious son 
of the neighbouring town of Villareal, and promised that as soon as possible a 
mausoleum would be built which would be worthy to guard the ashes of the 
distinguished Spanish composer and guitarist. 

(Translated from Spanish by Mrs. A. Korwin-Rodziszewski.) 

RANIERI: METHOD FOR THE GUITAR 
(English, French, German and Italian Text) 

PART I (6/-) Recommended for Self-tuition. 
PART II (8/-) Advanced Instruction, Concert Studies and Solos. 

GUITAR SOLOS, arranged and revised by S. RANIERI (each 2/-). 

Bach : Bourree. Gavotte. Sarabande 
and Minuet. 

Beethoven: 1st Movement, Moonlight 
Sonata. 

Carcassi : Tremolo Study. 
Chopin : Preludes Op. 28 Nos. 6 

and 7. 
f Chopin: Study, Op. 10 No. 3 and 
l Mozart : Berceuse. 
Gluck : Ballet d'Armide. Gavotte 

d'Iphigenie. 

f Handel : Aria and 
l Bellini : Melody (Norma). 
Mendelssohn : Barcarolle Op. 10 

No. 6. 
Paer : Romance. 
Ranieri : Malaguena. 
Sor: Minuet in A. Variations on 

theme of Mozart. 
Vivaldi : Giga. 
Wieniawski : Chanson Polonaise. 
Yradier : La Paloma. 

Traditional Airs : Chanson de la Volga. Vieni sul Mar. 

CRANZ AND COMPANY LIMITED 
134 W ARDOUR STREET LONDON, W.1 

Telephone : GERrard 3742 
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111Mllp>l~l~$ $1101NI$ Olr Sl~~OVIIA IIINI lrlllLIMI 
In Sydney, Australia, a few months ago arrangements were made for a private 

screening of two films giving close-ups and intimate glimpses of famous musicians. 
Segovia was included in both. The fi lms were each shown twice so those present were 
able to see Segovia in action four times. The solos played were 'Theme Varie' (Sor) 
and 'Tonadilla' (Moreno Torroba). 

Here are some observations by one who was present, contained in a letter to a 
friend who was unable to attend the showing : 

The 'Segovia Book' has given us the picture of Segovia in his playing 
postures, but I wanted to study in motion both hands-and his face-all at 
once. This, of course, cannot be done! A superficial observer might say 
that Segovia watches his left hand all the time. Nothing of the kind! His 
eyes may be open or closed alternately, but even when apparently looking 
at the finger-board, I feel that he is not really seeing anything. He is simply 
concentrating-listening intently. Here is a man applying himself to his 
performance, giving it all he's got! 

TECHNIQUE 
The first thing one notices is that in some ways he is not 'strictly Tarrega'. 

He knows the rules and breaks them to suit himself where necessary. 

LEFT HAND 

The terrifically powerful, thick and fleshy hand is deceptive. It is un
spectacular because the fingers seem to move so slightly. They rise and fall 
on the strings with so little superfluous movement that one has to watch them 
closely to see them moving at all in the fastest scale passages. The wrist is 
not curved out and away from the fingerboard in a marked manner. It just 
seems to drop away normally. To me the most remarkable impression is of 
the fingers bunched close together (except when spread for a wide chord) and 
working like the 'jacks' in the action of a piano. This was particularly notice
able in the 'Theme Varie' . Then, at times, from the fingers closely bunched 
like a football scrum, one w~mld flash out and across to the bass strings. The 
whole picture _arises from the extraordinary economy of movement of every 
part of the hand. At times he seems to clamp the hand to the neck of the 
guitar while the powerful fingers move up and down like the parts of a 
machine. Yet, for a change of position that band flashes along the ebony like 
the spring of a mongoose. It was an eye-opener to me to watch this left-hand 
technique and then compare it with my own fingers, weaving impotently like 
the tentacles of a dying octupus. 

RIGHT HAND 
Here you have something! The hand, like a benign 'Mother of Five' sits 

back serenely and smiles indulgently at the antics of her off-spring. She is 
big and ample, with dimples-and the family takes after her. The finger.-joint 
connected to the hand is very full, but the remaining two joints taper down 
to a normal well-shaped fingertip. The nails give you the impression of being 
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thick and, of course, beautifully shaped and groomed. The thumb bends right 
back at the outer joint. The hand hangs relaxed at 45 ° angle from the wrist 
(in contrast with Ida Presti's which seems to be 90° or even more at times). 
As with the left hand the fingers seem to work like a closely packed team. 
The attack on the strings to produce a loud ringing note seemed so effortless 
- just like a punch from a great boxer- the movement so slight but the impact 
so telling. Always these three fingers seemed so closely packed, whether 
the tone was loud or soft. The thumb seemed to be laid along the bass strings 
mainly. When playing 'metalico' near the bridge with the hand arched higher, 
the thumb nail was obviously used; but I also saw him clearly in one part 
producing a 'hard' bass tone right up over the sound-hole. 

A very noticeable point is the resting of the thumb on a lower string to 
steady the hand and give leverage when the fingers are plucking the upper 
strings. Nothing new in this, of course, as some of the old masters advocated 
it; but it is the first time I have seen it exploited in a noticeable way by a 
good player. Perhaps the close-up view made it more apparent . And, most 
important, so far as I noted, Segovia did not flex the first joint of the thumb 
as advocated by Roch. 

In the 'Tonadilla' when playing muted passages in the bass, the ball of 
the thumb was laid on the bridge and the strings struck with the side of the 
top joint. To procure this result the hand was turned upward from the wrist, 
producing a stance which a student might think all wrong, not realising that 
it is the only way to attain a c:crtain tonal effect! Segovia seemed to me to 
curl bis fingers into the pa_lm a little more than I expected, but maybe the 
roundness of his hands produced an optical illusion. The 'right' is the hand 
which fascinated me most. It seemed to my fanciful mind that this crafty 
sorcerer held some magic secrets in that fascinating fist- that he was reluctant 
to open it out 'natural like' in case he might give the 'gimmick' away! 

Regarding his general deportment, this is not the least of this great man's 
attributes. The only 'mannerism' (if you could call it such) is an occasional 
break in his bowed attitude of dedication , to suddenly lean back while his 
hands carry on under their own power. He cocks his head sideways and one 
eyebrow upwards in quizzical amusement-"Look Mum", he seems to say, 
"-no hands!" At other times he peers at the instrument as if surprised at 
the way it is giving out 'that lovely music' with no more help from its owner 
than a bit of mauling of those strings with one band and pecking at them with 
the other! . Remarkable! 

* * * * 
Another observer makes the following comments : 

The Segovia films were quite an experience. Maybe it could be said that 
to a certain extent Segovia's technique is determined by the particular 
anatomical characteristics of his hands and fingers- just as is the technique 
of all players-and one might conclude frnm this circumstance that an attempt 
to copy Segovia's technique (especially right hand) could lead one into a sort 
of trouble. For example, my thumb could never perform like Segovia's, and 
so on. However, there are always the main principles of 'economy of move
ments' which are universal, and in Segovia's playing that was illust~ated to 
incredible perfection. 
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GOOD NEWS FROM TORONTO 

G REETINGS to readers of "Guitar News" have been received from 
THE GUITAR SOCIETY OF TORONTO, Canada. 

This society was formed in December, 1956, with 30 members. Within 
three months the membership had increased to 80. This is further evidence 
of the growing interest in the serious study of the guitar. 

Members meet each month to hear an invited guest artist, a concert by 
members, records, etc. 

The secretary is Miss Isabelita Alonso, well-known to British readers 
for her delightful singing in broadcasts and concerts before she left England 
for Canada. She has appeared in television in Canada, accompanied by Eli 
Kassner, one of Toronto's leading guitarists. Mr. Kassner recently gave a 
successful recital of guitar solos at Hart House, which is part of the University 
of Toronto. 

Rafael Nunez, a young folk-singer from Mexico, is a member who has 
appeared on radio and TV. His guitar playing is exciting and highly original. 
He has recently made a Long Playing record. 

Another talented professional member is Greg Curtis, guitarist and folk 
singer, with a considerable repertoire of folk songs from many lands. This 
gifted young Canadian plans to tour Europe in the near future. 

Visitors from other Societies visiting Toronto will be welcomed at these 
meetings. 

SEGOVIA RECORDS IN U.S.A. 
by J. A. Burtnieks (U.S.A.) 

Jn reply to several inquiries, here is a more detailed account of the more recent 
Segovia records available under the Decca (U.S.A.) label. 
DECCA DL-9733 : Aria and Corrente (Frescobaldi), Capriccio diabolico (Castelnuovo

Tedesco), Prelude (Ponce), Minuet (Rameau), Cavatina-Suite: Preludio, Sarabanda, 
Scherzino, Barca rola , Danza pomposa (Tansman), Nocturne (Torroba). 

DECCA DL-9734: Passacaglia (Couperin), Prelude and Allemande (Weiss), Minuet 
(Haydn), Melodie (Grieg), Mexican Folk Song (Ponce), Serenata burlesca (Torroba), 
Siciliana (C. P. E. Bach), Preludio and Allegretto (Franck), Theme, Variations and 
Finale (Ponce), Cancion (Aguire), Guitarreo (Pedrell), Serenade (Mala ts- Tarrega). 

DECCA DL-9751 : Prelude, Gavotta, Chaconne and Loure (J. S. Bach), Minuet in C , 
Andantino and Minuet in D (Sor), Canzonetta (Mendelssohn-Tarrega), Prelude 
(Villa- Lobos), Sarabanda (Rodrigo). 

DECCA DL-9794 : Sor's Introduction and Allegretto, Minuet in A, Minuet in E, four 
Studies in A, G, B minor, D, Tarrega's Estudio brillante, Marieta (Mazurka), Pre
lude No. 5, Prelude No. 2, Maria (Gavota), Mazurka in G, Adelita (Mazurka), 
Capriche arabe, Recuerdos de Alhambra. . 

DECCA DL-9795 : Six Pieces for Lute (Chilesott1), Sonata No. 3: Allegro moderate, 
Cancion and Finale (Ponce), Valse (Ponce), Fugue (Bach-Segovia), Tonadilla on 
the Name of Segovia (Castelnuovo- Tedesco), Mazurka (Ponce), Homage to Aguire 
(Crespo) Dance from Venezuela (Lauro), Sardana (Cassada). 

DECCA DL-9832: Quintet, op. 143 : Allegro, vivo e schietto, Andante mesto, Scherzo
Allegro con spirito, Allegro con fuoco (Castelnuovo-Tedesco), Alba and Post lude 
(Haug), Lo Mestre (Llobet), Prelude (Scriabin), Study No. 8 and Study No. I 
(Villa- Lobos). 
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THE RIGHT HAND 
' Correct action ' 

m 
by Miguel Abloniz (Italy) 

W HEN, as in our case, 'action' means especially 'movement', it becomes 
rather difficult to describe it (with the hope of being precise and 
understandable) without the help of a practical demonstration or that 

of some 'motion picture' or at least of photographs; nevertheless, for the 
readers who may have started the study of the guitar recently, I will try to 
explain it as clearly as I can. 

Just in case there is even one reader of this magazi ne who studies the 
guitar all alone in some remote land, I mention that in classic guitar technique 
the fingers strike in the direction of the palm and not with their nail side (as 
if we wanted to open the fist). I say this because I have had two or three cases 
of persons who came to me for lessons trying to do it ; one of them, when 
I asked him to strike a note with the thumb, used it from its nail side and 
moved it upwards. 

In classic guitar technique, only the thumb and the i.m.a. fingers (index, 
medius and ring finger) of the right hand are used. A few decades ago, a 
guitar teacher published a short work dealing also with the use of the small 
finger, but this idea, although accompanied by some plausible arguments, 
found no followers. Actually the small finger is used in 'flamenco' (the 
Spanish popular style) for 'rasgueado', when the fingers strike the strings 
from bass to treble with their nail side, in this order : small finger, ring finger, 
medius and index. 

It is well to remember also (and have it on record) that just as any of 
the four left hand fingers may be placed on any fret (for instance, the fourth 
finger may be used even on the first fret if this would serve better a logical 
fingering of some music), so the right hand fingers i.m.a. and the thumb may 
be used to strike any string; I mention this because in some old guitar 
'methods', unfortunately still seen around in music shops, they advise the use 
of the thumb on the three bass strings and the i.m.a. fingers on the third, 
second and first strings respectively (which although it happens mostly, is not 
by any means the only way we play). 

The right hand fingers may be so used: the thumb and the i.m.a. fingers 
besides striking each alone, play also simultaneously either all together or 
in any combination of two or three of them. 

To get a good idea about the correct movement of the fingers i.m.a. one 
may try to watch them while using them for scratching the outer surface of 
the left hand; in this operation, if the part to be scratched were about two 
inches long, no sensible person would ever move the entire right arm, forearm 
and hand (sending them continuously leftwards and rightwards) but would 
instead first place ( . . . on the itching part) the tips of the fingers almost 
completely extended and then move them towards the interior of the palm 
(as if trying to close the fist) repeating this movement while everything else 
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stays perfectly still . This example illustrates how a finger should strike a 
string without any movement of the h~nd. The same principle applies to the 
thumb (our most mobile digit) which should play, moving downwards, without 
compelling also the entire hand to move. 

It can never be too much repeated that the hand should not move or 
rather 'jump' while a finger or some fingers strike, but it certainly moves when 
we have to locate it opposite some strings so that the fingers may easily reach 
them and play. 

A finger is never first placed on the string (stopping on it for a while) 
and then pulls it ; instead, it starts moving and when it gets about half the 
way of its range of action it meets the string, strikes it and continues its 
motion, never stopping on the string for more than a fraction of a second. 
Only in special cases, to create a 'staccato' effect, we let the fingers prolong 
their contact with the strings, stopping thus their vibrations. 

A good education of the i.m.a. fingers should start with exercises in the 
apoyando style and only when the correct standard position is obtained (see 
diagrams three and fo ur in Guitar News No. 36), we should start exercising 
also the thumb which should learn to move without spoiling the correct hand 
position (which is easy and possible for it). 

When used singly, the thumb or any of the i.m.a. fingers , after having 
struck a string may proceed moving in two ways : either by falling on the 
immediately adjacent string (without of course putting also this second string 
into vibration), or in the air (away from the strings). The first way is known 
in English as the 'supported stroke' or with the Spanish word 'apoyando' 
(which means 'to lean against') and here is a longer explanation of this 
rather peculiar way of striking a string, for those who may not know it yet . 
If for example we strike the first string with any one of the i.m.a. fingers, 
the finger used , after having put into vibration the first string, will fall on the 
second string, leaning against it for a short while. This proceeding is possible 
to be applied by any of the i.m.a. when used singly on any of the first five 
strings ; obviously, when they play on the sixth string, they end their movement 
in the air as there is not a seventh string against which to lean . The same 
principle may also be applied to the thumb with the . difference that because 
of the downward movement of this digit, after striking for instance the sixth 
string it falls on the fifth , after striking the fifth it falls on the fourth, etc., the 
exception for this dig~t being the first string, which has no other string 
following it. 

The 'supported stroke' produces a deeper and warmer quality of sound, 
most appropriate for melodic passages. This is due to the fact that a string, 
when struck by a fi nger which will end its action on the adjacent string, enters 
into an almost 'parallel to the fretboard' vibration (which is the ideal one); 
as a matter of fact in apoyando the string is rather 'pushed' upwards with a 
slight direction towards the table of the guitar. 

Scales or successions of single notes, usually played by two (or three) 
alternating fingers, are done in apoyando; this includes also single notes that 
have a bass struck simultaneously by the thumb. Ohviously the apoyando is 
not applied when the string on which the finger will go to lean against has to 
produce a note that must be kept in vibration', one of these cases is the 
ascending arpeggio (a certain number of notes played in ascending order on 
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various neighbouring strings-each string used for one note) when we do not 
apply the apoyando simply because we should let each string vibrate as long 
as possible. 

In descending arpeggios, played in a rather moderate movement, it is 
possible to play in apoyando all the notes, since leaning against a lower string 
(lower in sound) does not interfere with the vibrating higher string, neverthe
less usually we play in apoyando only the highest note of the arpeggio, 
especially when this note belongs to a melodic passage that we wish to mark. 

When we want to produce a powerful sound with the thumb (used alone), 
we apply the apoyando, a proceeding otherwise better avoided for this digit 
when it plays simultaneously with some other finger or fingers, as this is our 
stronger finger and usually it plays on the bass strings that also happen to be 
the most powerful of our instrument. Anyhow, when some of the i.m.a. 
fingers play apoyando simultaneously with a note struck by the thumb, it is 
not advisable to apply the apoyando also to the thumb. 

Warning: After a finger plays apoyand_o it is better not to let it stop for 
long on the string on which it goes to lean against; as a principle we should 
never have a finger leaning on some string while another one plays on some 
other. 

Apoyando is not applied to the i.m.a. fingers when either two or all three 
play simultaneously. 

One should also avoid making the habit of 'sliding' on a string before 
leaving it ; indeed I have seen some guitarists play in this way, almost .. . 
'caressing' the string before abandoning it to its vibrating action . In correct 
technique, the contact of the finger with the string takes place in only some 
two or three millimetres. 

To finish with the 'apoyando', which is a most important and essential 
part of the entire right hand technique (and I warmly advise guitar students 
who do not know bow it is done, to learn it correctly by approaching guitar 
instructors and good guitarists), I will say that at the end, .like all technical 
resources, its application is left to the discretion of the artist, who, guided by 
his good taste, uses it whenever he thinks best. 
Note:- Diagrams 4, 5 and 6- see "Guitar News" No. 36, page 13-(originally drawn 
on three different sheets of paper) should have been printed so that the higher of the 
six rays (representing the arm) was perfectly horizontal 

EDIZIONI MUSICALI 'METRO N' 
VIA BARACCHINI FLA VIO, NO. 2, MILANO 

M. ABLONIZ Choro No. 1 
M. ABLONIZ Choro No. 2 
M. ABLONIZ Danza flamenca 
M. ABLONIZ Soleares 
J. S. BACH (trans. M. Abl6niz) Gavotte et l\lusette from Suite for 

viola pomposa. 
F. CHOPIN (!rans. M. Abl6niz) Famous Mazurka (op. 68, No. 2) 

Order direct or through music dealers. 
Price per copy 2/- or 25 cents (U.S.A.) 

a:s :aesz ea il z 
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Miss 1957 and the Guitar 

l~lattailue IBellll@w 
daughter of New York guitar teacher Alexander Bellow 
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GUITAR MUSIC 
From Columbia Music Co., 1816 M. Street, N.W., Washington 6, D.C., U.S.A. 

'Diatonic Major and Minor Scales' by Andres Segovia (Revised Edition, 1953, with 
Spanish and English text). 

To quote from Segovia's foreword: "The student who wishes to acquire a firm 
technique on the guitar should not neglect the patient study of scales ... Thanks to 
the independence and elasticity which the fingers develop through the study of scales 
the student will soon acquire a quality which is very difficult to gain later, physical 
beauty of sound. I say physical, because sonority and its infinite shadings are not the 
result of stubborn will-power but spring from the innate excellence of the spirit . .. The 
practice of scales enables one to solve a greater number of technical problems in a 
shorter time than the study of any other exercise." 

The scales are printed with exemplary clearness. 

From Schott & Co. Ltd., 48, Great Marlborough Street, London, W.1. 
'Eight Dances from Thesaurus Harmonicus (Jean-Baptiste Besard)' transcribed from 

the original Lute Tablature and arranged for gui tar by Matyas Seiber, fingerings by 
Julian Bream. 

Dr. Besard's collection of lute tablatures was published in Cologne in 1603. It 
consists of ten large volumes containing over 400 pieces. In 1940 the well-known 
musician and composer, Matyas Seiber, transcribed most of it into notation from an 
original copy in the British Museum. The grace and elegance of this music will appeal 
to guitarist and audience alike. We hope that more of this musical treasure will soon 
be published. 

From G. Ricordi & Co., 132 W. 21st St., New York 11, N.Y., U.S.A. and associated 
firms: 

Isaias Savio 
It is always to be regretted that Tarrega did not himself compile a Method. His 

followers, Pujol, Roch, Fortea, etc., have done their best to repair the omission but we 
are grateful for any authentic study material used by Tarrega. 

Professor Isaias Savio has collected some of Tarrega's exercises under the heading 
of 'Elementos Fundamentales de la Tecnica Guitarristica' (BA 11343). He has also 
revised and edited ' 18 Preludios Originales-F. Tarrega' (BA 11365). These two volumes 
are printed to match with his ' 12 Composiciones by F. Tarrega' (BA 11248). 

The Italian guitarist Luigi Legnani shared concerts with his violinist friend Nicolo 
Paganini in London and other cities. His compositions for the guitar have been rather 
neglected but some of his many 'Caprices' are well worth playing. Twelve of these 
have been selected by Prof. Savio and are published under the title ' 12 Caprichos 
Escogidos' (BA 11363). 

From A. Monzino & Garlandini, Milan, Italy. 
Compositions and arrangements by Prof. Benedetto Di Ponio include Tarantella 

(op. 1), Campagnola (op. 2), Studio (op. 4), Ninna Nanna (dedicated to Miguel Llobet) 
etc. 

From Berben, Modena, Italy. 
Stephan Urban's 'Impromptu' won a prize in the 1956 competition organized by 

the Italian Guitar Association. This is one of the most exciting modern solos for the 
guitar. In fact it is so full of musical originality that it is to be hoped that this gifted 
composer will try his hand at a concert work on a larger scale. 

Miguel Abl6niz has arranged two Boum~es from the Third 'cello Suite and a Prelude 
by J. S. Bach. He has also edited a transcription by Patricio Galindo of Moussorsky's 
'II Vecchio Castello' (Ancient Castle). 

Costa Proakis has transcribed in tremolo style Rossini's 'Preghiera' and, under 
another cover, Sarabanda and Bourree by J . S. Bach. Original compositions are 'Alba' 
by C. Lutzemberger and 'Two Studies' by G. Murtula. 
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From Broekmans and Van Poppel, Amsterdam, Holland. 
The 'Spanish Cantata for Voice and Guitar (No se emendera jamas)' by G. F. 

Handel has been transcribed into modern notation and fingered by P1eter van der Staak. 
This delightful work consists of two Arias linked by a Recitativo. The guitarist _has 
a ri;ally interesting and rewarding part whi_ch includes solo pas~ages; nevertheless _ It 1s 
by no means difficult to play. The transcriber, who took part m the courses at Siena, 
h as presented a fine concert item of classical music. 

NICOLAS ALFONSO IN LONDON 

I
T is just seven years since Nicolas Alfonso gave his first London recital. 

His audience at the Wigmore Hall on May llth, 1957, was much larger 
than on the previous occasion, but, considering the present number of 

guitarists and 'aficionados', the hall should have been completely filled. Per
haps inadequate publicity and the short notice of the recital were partly to 
blame. (Incidentally, British readers will find particulars of London recitals 
and concerts in the Saturday editions of The Times.) 

Nicolas Alfonso was born at Santander, Spain, and studied at the National 
Conservatory in Madrid. His career as recitalist began in 1945 and he has 
given recitals with great success in several European countries and throughout 
practically the whole of Central Africa. 

During the six years of his residence in Belgium he has won appreciation 
for the classic guitar in the highest circles, musical and social. 

The programme presented by Nicolas Alfonso might be described as 
'orthodox' for, with one or two exceptions, all the items have been played and 
recorded by Segovia and other guitarists. However, it is always interesting 
to hear a different interpretation of a famili_ar work. 

The first part consisted of Pavane by G. Sanz, Suite in D minor (six 
movements) by R. de Visee, Suite in A (five movements) by S. L. Weiss and 
a Bach group : Prelude-Sarabande-Fugue-Gavotte. 

After the intermission the programme continued with Nortefia (Crespo), 
Prelude in E minor (Villa-Lobos), Tarantella (Castelnuovo-Tedesco), Bajando 
de la Meseta (dedicated to Nicolas Alfonso by J. Rodrigo), Sonatine (Moreno 
Torroba). Danse Espagnole No. 10 (Granados) and Sevilla (Albeniz). 

One's first impression was that the guitar used, though a fine responsive 
instrument, was 'brilliant' rather than 'warm' in its upper tones. Perhaps the 
recitalist's right-hand technique, which made full use of 'apoyando', contributed 
to this percussive timbre. 

The advantages of this s-ombination of guitar and technique were shown 
in the Weiss Gigue and the Castelnuovo-Tedesco Tarantella which were 
rendered with appropriate verve. ' 

Because of its classic simplicity the Bach Sarabande was more successful 
than the extremely difficult Fugue. Sefior Alfonso achieved pleasing tonal 
variety in the Spanish items and charmed his audience by his sensitive playing 
of Tarrega's delightful 'music box' novelty, "La Alborada", which was the 
first of three encore pieces given in response to ardent and prolonged applause. 

Nicolas Alfonso is a worthy exponent of the guitar whom we should like 
to hear again-Many times. W.M.A. 
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IEGOVIAM 1/t\lLEI 
collected by Tim Verey (Timb1:.tctoo) 

A CCORDING to the "New York Times" only three artists during the past 
ten years have given three recitals at New York Town Hall in a single 
season-Lotte Lehmann, Wanda Landowska and Andres Segovia. The 

total attendance at Segovia's three concerts amounted to 4,650. 
At the third recital (April 23rd) there was another 'capacity' house- and 

tremendous enthusiasm. It was, perhaps, a compliment to Sor that the 
audience trooped out for the intermission after the Sor- Mozart Variations 
under the mistaken impression that Segovia had just played the Bach 
Chaconne !- or perhaps they were just thirsty! 

* * * 
In a lively report of Segovia's Chicago recital Don Henahan writing in 

the Chicago Daily News divides Segovia audiences into three parts: 'the 
cougbers, the programme rustlers nnd tbe glarers'. 'This time', he writes, 
'the glarers carried the day, though not by much'. 

Segovia's programme surveyed guitar music from Narvaez (1538) to the 
20th century-and he gave five encores before the management turned out the 
lights! Mr. Henaban concludes his report by saying: 'All those who believe 
the guitar, to be well played, must be beate~ with the fist or thumped against 
the pelvis should have been there. Never has the master been more masterful.' 

* * * * 
At Boston , Massachusetts, Segovia's scholarly programme evoked wild 

enthusiasm and innumerable recalls and encores. Among those requesting 
the famous autograph was an uninhibited boy of nearly nine years . He caused 
Segovia to sm.ile by asking: "Did you get more tired walking back and forth 
for encores than you did playing?" He got the famous autograph alrigbt, but 
as be departed he caused more smiles by remarking "All / can read is Boston, 
Mass.! " 

Perhaps we shall hear more of this bright lad ; he recently made his debut 
as guitarist at the local Society meeting. 

* * * * 
At the Phillips Exeter Academy (New Hampshire) Segovia devoted more 

than half of his programme to music of the 16th to 18th centuries which he 
interpreted most wonderfully. Then after the Mendelssohn Canzonetta, he 
played Four Hispano-American Folk Airs, concluding with items by Granados 
and Albeniz. 

Ten minutes after the programme bad commenced a nearby church 
started up its recorded chimes, forgetting that it was the first day of 'Daylight 
Saving Time' and that they should have been an hour earlier. Segovia stopped 
in the middle of a Sarabande by R. de Visee and disappeared from the platform 
until someone at the church realised their mistake and stopped the record. 
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At an informal gathering after the recital Segovia told of a recital in 
Prague when one of his solos was interrupted at a particularly soft and sus
tained passage by a burst of coughing from someone near the front. After the 
concert a V.I.P. from Spain came to the artists' room to congratulate Segovia 
and said: "You can see how much these Czechs have taken you to their heart, 
they nearly lynched me when I coughed!" 

FLUTE AND GUITA R CONCERTO 

A N exciting new Concerto for Flute, Guitar and Symphony Orchestra was 
performed for the first time on April 15th at a concert organised by 
the Music Academy of Prague, Czechoslovakia. The Concerto, which 

was composed by Jan Truhlar, consists of three movements- Allegro moderato, 
Grave and Allegro giocoso. It was performed by Stanislav Hruby (flute), Jiri 
Novak (guitar) and the State Film Symphony Orchestra directed by Dr. Stepan 
Konicek. 

It was a triumph for the young composer and a decided success for the 
soloists and orchestra . The Concerto caused auite a sensation in music circles 
because of the new tone colours made possible by the use of the guitar. 

MARIO GANGI 

MARIO GANGI gave a very successful concert in Bologna, Italy on 
February 27th at the Salon Bossi of the Conservatorio G.B. Martini. 
He played Carcassi , A. Scarlatti, Weiss, Bach, Granados, Moreno 

Torroba, Almeida, Rodrigo and Albeniz. He had to give four encores playing 
EI Noy De La Mare transcribed by Miguel Abloniz, El Vito transcribed by 
Azpiazu, Campo by Manuel Ponce and Study in C by Sor. On March 13th 
he played at Cagliari, Sardinia, the Concerto dell ' Argentarola by E. Porrino 
with a Symphonic Orchestra conducted by Bernhard Conz. 

RECORD COLLECTION 
Ronoel Simoes continues to write articles on 'The Guitar' (0 Violao) for 

the newspaper 'A Gazeta'. His collection of gramophone records now numbers 
834. Among the latest additions are one of Julian Bream's records and (from 
Paris) 'Eight Little Royal Dances' from the film "Marie Antoinette" exquisitely 
played by Ida Presti . 

CENTRO DI CHIT ARRA CLASS/CA, ROME 

THE Argentine guitar-duo G. Pomponio and J.M. Zarate, gave a concert 
at the Comunita delle Arti, Rome, on February 1st, playing works by 
Bach, Carulli, Komter, Galuzzo, Schubert, Albeniz and Granados. 

On April 22nd Sergio Notaro gave a recital at the same auditorium. He 
has also been presented in television (Rome). 

Claudio de Angelis gave recitals in Rome on March 31st and April 28th 
playing music by Bach, Milan, Sor, Ponce, Proakis, Fortea and Turina. 

No. 1 of a 10-page duplicated bulletin "Chitarra Classica" is dated 
April-May, 1957, and is edited by Costa Proakis. 
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Lagoya (Junior) turns the pages for his parents 

Photo: Louis J oyeux. -By courtesy of Radiodiffusion-Television Francaise 

ALEXANDRE LAGOYA and IDA PRESTI 
- the famous Duo 

EDDIE BELL GUITAR HEADQUARTERS 
101 WEST 46 STREET, NEW YORK CITY, N.Y., U.S.A . 

• 
CLASSICAL CONCERT GUITARS: 

GIBSON-U.S.A. $ 165.00 and $275 .00 
GOYA-Sweden-from $79.50 to $350.00 

CLASSICAL STUDENT GUITAR : 
MADURO-U .S.A. $33 .00 and $59.50 

• 
Augustine Nylon Strings , in three gauges , and two colors, 

silver and gold . 
• All ACCESSORIES FOR THE GUITARIST 
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Guitarist's debut in Turkey 

0 N December 24th a concert of 
instrumental music took place 

in Istanbul at which two, groups of 
guitar solos were played with great 
success by Savas Palasis. 

Mr. Palasis was born in Istanbul 
and has studied the guitar for six 
years under Professor Andre Paleo
logue who considers him one of his 
most brilliant and talented pupils. 
He studied the Methods of Aguado, 
Pujol and Rodriguez Arenas as well 
as advanced studies by Aguado, Sor, 
Carcassi and Coste. His guitar was 
made by Lorenzo Bellafontana of 
Genoa, and here are the solos played 
at the concert: -
Bouree (Bach-Segovia), Granada 
(Albeniz-T<irrega), Asturias-Leyenda 
(Albeniz-Segovia), Capricho Arabe 
(T<irrega), Recuerdos (T<irrega), 
Habafiera (E. Sainz de la Maza), 
Spanish Dance No. 5 (Granados
Llobet) and Fantaisie Pathetique (A. 
Dominici). 

Savas Palasis, who is nearly 20 
years old, is just commencing his 
military service. 

PROGRAMME FROM GREECE 

Please renew your subscriptions as 
quickly as possible. 

AUGUSTINE 
NYLON STRINGS for guitar 30/- per set 

post free. 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 
4/3 4/6 4/9 5/3 5/6 5/9 
Heavy gauge sent unless otherwise 

indicated. 
Pure silver covered 4th 11 /6, 5th 13/6, 

6th 18/6 

Sydney Evans The Violln Shop ,. 11 Gothic 
Arcade, Birmingham 4, 

England . ' Phone CENtral 2 2 9 S. 

Recital at University in Spain 

A T the University of Granada in 
Malaga, Spain, on February 

14th Francisco Gonzalez Sanchez, 
student of the Conservatory Course 
directed by Professor Jose Navas, 
gave a three-part programme of 
guitar solos which included Sonata 
by D. Scarlatti, works by Bach, 
Andante from the Second Sonata of 
Mozart, Sonatine (M. Torroba), 
Choro (Villa-Lobos), Tango Espanol 
(J. Navas), etc. Many of the profes
sors and students of the University 
attended this successful recital. 

A T the Parnassos Hall , Athens, on April 2nd, Charalambos Ekmetzoglou 
gave a recital of music for guitar which won enthusiastic praise in the 
Athens press. The printed programme was exceptionally well-prepared 

with notes about the various composers: 
2 Pavanes ... 
Guardame !as Vacas 
Aria and Gagliarde 
Partita en La .. . 
Prelude et Sarabande 
2 Menue:s 
Sonatina ... 
Celebre Barcarola 
2 Minuettos 
Andaluza 
Meditacion 
Cancion Mexicana 
Preludio No. l .. . 

Luis Milan (1500- 1562) arr. E. Pujol 
Luis de Narvaez (J 535) ar r. Reiflingen 
J. Dowland (1563- 1626) arr. Kar l Scheit 
J. A. Logy (J 643- J 721) arr. Kar l Scheit 
J. S. Bach (1685- J 754) arr. Segovia 
J. Ph. Ra meau (1683- 1764) arr. Segovia 
M. Giuliani (1780-1834) 
F. Mendelssohn arr. Tarrega 
F. Sor (1778- 1839) 
Daniel Fortea ( 1878- 1953) 
R. Sainz de la Maza 
Manuel Ponce 
Villa- Lobos 
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Catb~dral Strings 
Sole Manufacturers 

GUITAR NEWS JuNE- Aua., 1957 

An ENTIRELY NEW range of STRINGS for the 
Classic Guitar 

Made from modern materials which suit the needs of 
this classic instrument, these new strings possess truly 

exceptional qualities of tone and durability. 

PROCESSED NYLON AND TERYLENE 
281 I st Processed Nylon 
282 2nd 
283 3rd ,, .. 
284 4th Wound on Terylene 
285 5th 
286 6th ., ,, ,, 
287 Set (I each of above) 

2/- each 
2/3 
2/7 ., 
2/10 ., 
3/1 
3/5 ,, 

16/2 per set 

BRITISH MUSIC (GN) STRINGS LTD., 130, Shacklewell Lane, London, E.8. 
ENGLAND. 

NEW YORK RECITALS 

T HE well-known singer-guitarist RICHARD DYER-BENNET, provided 
enjoyable entertainment at New York Town Hall on February 2nd, with 
songs from many lands and ages. 

* * * * 
JESUS SILVA, Mexican guitarist pupil of Segovia, was presented by the 
Society of the Classic Guitar at the Carnegie Recital Hall on March 15th. 
Works by Fuenllana, Milan, Bach and Sor were followed by a group of com
positions by Manuel Ponce- Six Short Preludes, Two Vignettes (dedicated to 
J . Silva) and Three Mexican Songs. The programme concluded with works 
by Estrada, Barrios, Granados and Albeniz. 

* * * * 
ALBERT VALDES-BLAIN was the recitalist at Greenwich House 
Auditorium on April 12th in a programme which included Pavanes by Milan 
and Sanz, Air with Variations (Frescobaldi), Suite in A Minor (Weiss), Sonat;i 
op. 15 (Sor), Three Mexica~ Songs (Ponce), Cavatina (Tansman), Capricho 
Arabe (Tarrega), Allegretto (Moreno Torroba), and Leyenda (Albeniz). The 
hall was full and there were some 'standees'. 

* * * * 
SOR'S GRAND SONATA 

'Gran Sonate' (op. 22) by Ferdinand Sor was performed by Maria Angelica 
Funes in a recital on April 27th at Buenos Aires organised by Asociacion 
Guitarristica Argentina. The Sonata has. four movements, Allegro-Adagio
Minueto-Rondo. Other items in the programme were Figarillo (J .B. Alberdi), 

: Triste No. 4 (J. Aguirre), Milonga and Relato (Abel Fleury) and Tonada 
(Adolfo V. Luna). 
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flfie 9Jiufi 0-/ a (juita't 
by Eric V . Ridge (Britain) 

Part 5. Bridge, fingerboard and Machine Head. 

FOR the instruments of the violin family, bridges, ready cut, can be 
obtained anywhere, but I have found it virtually impossible to obtain 
a ready-made bridge suitable for the modern Classic Guitar. Manu

facturers list the old pin type of bridge and some that are similar to the modern 
Classic Guitar but with the saddle placed askew, so allowing the bass strings 
to be slightly longer than the treble! No doubt designed for some occult jazz 
instrument which is beyond my comprehension. 

As you will see from the foregoing, there was nothing for it but to make 
my o:,vn bridge, and having obtained a suitable piece of rosewood, from old 
furniture, I reduced it to the following dimensions : -

Length-7¼ inches; Width- 1½ inches ; Depth- 7 / 16 inches. 
The centre raised portion , which forms the bridge proper, was left standing 

3¼'' x 1", the remainder at each end (f') and ¼" at the back, was reduced in 
thickness to about 3 / 32", rounding off at the edges for finish. 

~ I VCRj" .5,9t>Dt.E. . 

S 1::. <:.TIOH 

Pla te 11 

This will be easier to understand if PLATE 11 be closely examined. The 
section through the centre shows the finished shape of the channelling together 
with the hole bored through the back portion of the bridge, through which 
the string passes before it is brought round and fastened beneath itself without 
knots, in the modern orthodox manner. 

Ivory for the saddle proved a difficult material to obtain, but a search 
through the local second-hand shops brought to light an old ivory paper knifo 
for a small sum, from which I was able to cut enough material to make four 
bridge saddles and four fingerboard nuts (described later). 
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The finished ivory saddle was 3¼" long by 3 / 16" in depth by a bare ¼" 
in thickness, this was let into the top of the bridge so that a full 1 / 16" 
protruded above the bridge. This should leave sufficient for trimming down 
and rounding off to give the strings the minimum height, without buzzing, 
when fitted. The bridge, as mentioned in my last article, was glued into place, 
before the back was fitted to the instrument. 

Wood for the fingerboard should never be other than the best quality, 
straight grained ebony, and for this member I purchased a length, which when 
reduced to the final measurements was 17½" length, 3/16" full thick, and 
tapering from 2" full to 2¾" at the sound hole, and cut to the diameter of 
same so that when fixed in position about 1 /16" of the edge of the soundhole 
shows beyond the fingerboard. 

The top end, having been squared, the fingerboard was fixed with glue 
with the end a distance of exactly 25f' from the front edge of the bridge 
saddle, which brought the top edge of the ribs exactly half that distance 
(12.13 / 16") which is the line of the 12th fret. 

Having cleaned off the edges and face of the fingerboard, scraped and 
papered same, well damping in between to raise the grain and re-papering 
until a highly polished surface was obtained that would be unaffected by 
perspiring fingers, I proceeded to mark out with dividers the centre lines for 
the frets. 

The fretting , in my humble opinion, is the most vital part of the whole 
instrument, for no matter how well the sound chest be constructed, no matter 
how wonderful the tone and carrying power of the finished instrument, it is 
all of no consequence if the intonation be faulty and impossible to play in 
tune in all keys and positions. Knowing these facts and having measured 
and studied instruments -that were both good and bad in this respect, (two 
of them of equal string length, which the owners swore to being of perfect 
intonation throughout the range, varied as much as ¼" between similar frets!), 
I made numerous tests with an instrument from which the fingerboard had 
been removed for replacement. 

The final conclusion I arrived. at, ~as that the '5 /7 method' as given by 
Mo. Miguel Abloniz in "G.N." No. 23 and later in "G.N." No. 31 is the 
simplest to determine for any given string length and as accurate as necessary 
for all practical purposes. The instrument with which we are concem_ed was 
played upon and tested for intonation by a professional guitarist who visited 
Cheltenham and he could find no fault in the fretting system. 

Having marked out the centre lines for the frets, according to the above 
method, these were squared off and fine saw cuts inserted, just wide enough 
to take the frets and with the minimum depth of cut. Weakness and warping 
of the fingerboard and neck can develop, if the cuts are made too deep, as 
it is the rigidity of the fingerboard which strengthens the neck and resists the 
pull of the strings to a great amount. 

The frets having been cut to the correct lengths, I made, 3 or 4 slight 
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indentations in the tang of each fret with a pair of small pliers, glued them in 
place and cramped down to dry. When dry, they were carefully rounded off 
at the edges and the surface trued with an oil stone. 

At the top end of the fingerboard, I next glued the ivory nut, cut from 
the old paper knife, as previously mentioned ; this was 2" full in length, 3/16" 
in width and 5 / 16" in depth. When finished , this nut should stand about ¼" 
above the fingerboard and just high enough to clear the top fret, and the string 
notches filed into the ivory so that the strings embed themselves not more 
than half their thickness, the centres of the two "K' strings being l¾" apart 
and the others equi-distant. 

Plate 12 

Fitting the machine head did not present much difficulty, being a simple 
matter of careful cabinet making, as shown in PLATE 12, but there is a word 
of caution which I could mention which may save the unwary a deal of trouble; 
see that the ivorine rollers are fixed central with the axle or spindle, as some, 
even quite expensive, seem to be very inaccurately fitted, which means that 
they revolve eccentrically, thus requiring either an over-large spindle hole or 
else reduction by filing to true up. 

Finally a confession, I fitted my machine head before the neck was fixed 
on to the sound chest, it being so much easier to handle in the vice at that stage. 

In my sixth and last article of this series, I will describe the final finishing 
and varnishing of my instrument. 

A full-sized detailed drawing of this guitar bas been prepared which gives a full 
size section of the bridge and the centre lines of all the frets based upon the 5/7 method, 
as explained in the above article. Copies of this drawing can be obtained from Mr. 
Eric V. Ridge, "Pembridge House'', The Park, Cheltenham, (Glos.), England, at 12/6 
post free (Twc:> l)ollars U.S.A.). , 
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Rectified Nylon Strings 
for the Guitar 

• Improved Tonal Quality 

• Obtainable in Graduated 
Tensions to individual 
selection 

Details from : 

BABOLAT-MAILLOT-WITT 
93 RUE ANDRE BOLLIER 

LYON, 7me., FRANCE 

GRAMOPHONE RECORDINGS 

IN BRITAIN 

IT is sad to have to write that since 
the lists of records in "G.N." No. 

31 and 32 were compiled last year, 
not only have no further records 
been issued, but the Columbia 
records of Sego·via- LX 1229, LX 
1248 and SCB 110- have been 
deleted. 

It is also a very galling fact that, 
as yet, no records of Julian Bream 
are obtainable in Britain, although 
in America two (LP) Westminster 
records have been issued. If, how
ever, enough readers were to write 
to the Nixa Record Company at 66 
Haymarket, London, who handle the 
Westminster records, they might be 
persuaded to issue them in this 
country. 

PETER J. J;3ARNES, 

NEW SOCIETY FORMED 

W E are pleased to announce the 
formation of The Classic 

Guitar Society of High Wycombe. 
This is a town about half-way be
tween Oxford and London. 

As there are several other towns 
within easy reach, the new Society 
should serve as a gathering point 
for guitarists in this region . The 
inaugural meeting was convened by 
Mr. Gordon Davey who will be 
pleased to contact readers of Guitar 
News residing in the district. His 
address is 10 Holtspur Top Lane, 
Beaconsfield, Bucks. 

A CONCERT IN KENTUCKY 

THERE are about half a million 
people in the vicinity of Louis

ville, Kentucky, U.S.A., and in 
almost every household there is 
someone with a guitar. Of course, 
most of them just use it for strum
ming Western and Hillbilly music. 
Comparatively few are interested in 
music of the classic guitar-as yet. 

Basil Gural is all set to improve 
the situation. He has been teaching 
a few students and organized a 
group which meets once a month to 
play and discuss classic guitar and 
the music they love. 

On March 17th Basil Gural gave 
a recital at the Fine Arts Club of 
Louisville; approximately two 
hundred people attended, and this 
was considered exceptionally good. 
The programme included Suite in D 
Minor by R. de Visee and groups of 
solos by Sor and Tarrega. 

The many letters of congratulation 
received show that considerable 
interest in classic guitar music was 
!;timulated, · 
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FINGERBOARD ARITHMETIC 
by Arthur H. Pettinger (Britain) 

THE equal temperament scale, now in common use, is divided equally into 
twelve semi-tones all being of the ame relation to each other. Going 
up the scale, the vibration frequency of each note is related to its pre

decessor by a simple multiple. Thus, starting for example with C, which has 
a frequency of 256 per second, the next semi-tone, C-sharp has 271.2, and D 
which follows 287.4. When the C an octave above is reached , the frequency 
is 512, just twice 256. Th is doubling of frequency at the octave is a funda
mental fact. 

The multiplying factor in each ea e is 1.0595. If you know the keynote 
frequency , e.g. 256 for C, you can calculate the frequency of any other note by 
multiplying it by 1.0595. Thus, D frequency is found by working out the 
sum: 256 x 1.0595 x J.0595. You can check the answer from the figure 
given above. If you have sufficient patience to repeat the multiplication twelve 
times, the result is 512, just twice the keynote frequency. 

When dealing with vibrating strings it is necessary to reverse the arith
metic but the rule is essentia lly the same, and the same factor, 1.0595 operates. 
We shorten the vibrating portion to produce a higher note, so to raise it a 
semi-tone the multiplier is 1 divided by 1.0595 (which is a little smaller than 
1). If, therefore, this distance is measured out and the string stopped and 
made thus shorter, the remaining length will give a semi-tone higher. From 
this point it is possible to go further and locate the stopping place for giving 
two semi-tones above the open string. The length is shortened again by 
multiplying by the factor 1 divided by 1.0595. In fact, the process can be 
continued to the twelfth which is the octave when we shall find (if our 
arithmetic is correct) that the point is half-way 'along the string. 

What we have been doing is marking out the frets on a guitar fingerboard. 
The fraction 1 divided by 1.0595 is not a very pretty factor to use in the 
workshop, so a substitute is used, namely seventeen eighteenths. i_Work it out 
for yourself- it is nearly but not absolutely correct). The free string length 
is divided by 18 and the first fret marked one eighteenth of the way from the 
nut, leaving seventeen eighteenths to vibrate- this gives the first semi-tone. 
From fret 1 the length is again divided by 18 and one eighteenth marked for 
the fret no. 2. When the string is stopped at this point, the free vibrating 
length is seventeen eighteenths multiplied by seventeen eighteenths of the 
original. The next position corresponds with a triple multiplication , and 
ultimately the twelfth fret is calculated, but here the answer is ½ (or should be). 
Actually, seventeen eighteenths multiplied by itself twelve times gives l divided 
by 1.98, and to that extent the "18" rule is inaccurate. 

The figure 1.0595 from which the "18" rule stems is the twelfth root of 2. 
I t is a constant which no-one invented, nor which anyone can change. The 
same rule of fretting applies to any kind of fretted instrument, not only the 
guitar. 
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JOHN RUNGE 

THE English singer-guitarist, John Runge, having completed his year in 
U.S.A. is returning to Engiand in June. He has done TV and sound 
radio programmes for WNYC, New York, and a monthly half-hour TV 

programme for WGBH, the educational station-Boston, also concerts and 
recitals. 

He has recorded an LP album of Eight Folk-Songs for the Riverside 
Record Co. and is planning to do one of Elizabethan Songs. 

Hargail Music Press are publishing an album of English songs with guitar 
accompaniment which he has arranged. Good Work! 

Readers in Britain will be glad to hear his delightful broadcasts again, 
so-Welcome Home! 

ROUND FIGURES 
by Willrid M. Appleby (Britain) 

CONGRATULATIONS to two prominent personalities of the guitar on 
attaining round figures! 

Please do not misunderstand me! They both work much too hard for 
the classic J?Uitar to ever develop 'out-size' waist-line measurements. I merely 
refer to the birthdays of two people- they are 40 and 50 years old respectively! 

Miguel Abloniz-40 on May 29th 
Many people having known Miguel Abloniz through his articles in Guitar 

News have expressed surprise on meeting him, expecting to find a man of at 
least 50 or 60 years old! Looking back through my bound volumes of Guitar 
News I find that he has contributed at least one articJe in every issue from 
No. 21 (Oct.-Nov. 1954) onwards. The amount of help he has given students 
of the guitar in this way alone is quite incalculable. Moreover he has done 
this without remuneration, to help readers to know more about the guitar. 
His professional work of teaching, composing, transcribing, fingering, etc., 
keeps him busy for apparently 30 hours a day, so it is absolutely amazing how 
he finds time for writing articles as well. 

It is quite a coincidence but Isaac Albeniz (1860-1909) was also born on 
May 29th! 

Ivan Putilin-50 on March 18th 
All the newspapers of Helsinki, Finland, greeted Ivan Putilin with birth

day articles beneath his portrait in their editions of March 18th. As guitarist 
and double-bass player in the Finnish Radio Orchestra he is popular in bis 
home town. To guitarists he is known as the founder (in 1950) of the very 
active Guitar Society of Helsinki. He has lived in Finland since 1918. 

It is quite a coincidence, but Nicholai Rimsky-Korsakov (1844--1908) 
was also born on March 18th ! He died in the former Russian capital-Ivan 
Putilin was born there. 
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NOTICE: It is now possible for readers to subscribe direct by International 
Money Order (or Dollar Bills) from many countries where formerly it was 
not possible. Please enquire at your Post Office. 

MEMBERS' ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Members of I.C.G.A. may have notices inserted (prepaid) at the following rates :-
25 words 2/6; 50 words (maximum) 5/-, 6 prepaid insertions for the price of 5 (25 words 
12/6; 50 words 25/-). 

STUDENT REQUIRES outstanding Concert guitar, by Hauser, Manuel de la 
Chica, or similar, preferably mint condition, reasonable price. Full details 
to: M. Roberts, 6 Victoria Road, Ellesmere Park, Eccles, Nr. Manchester, 
England. 
GUITARS of Fine Tone and Quality. Handmade throughout by CHAMBER
LAIN, (30 years practical experience). I Waterloo Street, Leicester, England . 

REPRESENTATIVES wanted for the famous "Fantasia" special alloy Nylon 
guitar strings (varied thicknesses and flexibilities). Address: R. Esenbel, c/o 
Simonian, 52 Faubourg St. Honore, Paris 8e, France. 

CHESNAKOV. Elements of music and harmony in the study of the Classical 
Guitar. Theoretical and practical training in Modern Technique as a basis for 
development of artistic playing and for elimination of faults, self-acquired or 
installed by wrong teaching. Progressive, selected studies. Few vacancies for 
students. 48a Cathcart Road, London S.W.10. (FLA. 4354). 

ADELE KRAMER. Professor at the Guildhall School of Music and Drama, 
London, gives lessons in Classical Guitar for Beginners and up to Concert 
Standard. 24 College Crescent, Swiss Cottage, London N.W.3. (Tel.: PRim
rose 5366). 
GUITAR MAKING. Finest materials of every grade and type are available, 
all accessories and tools. Please send for price lists. The services of a 
trained Continental instrument maker are available for repairs and restorations. 
Sidney Evans, The Violin Shop, Gothic Arcade, Birmingham 4. (Tel. : 
CENtral 2295). 
VANCOUVER, Canada- learn the modern technique of classical guitar play
ing, see Robert Neveu at Knighton's Coliege of Musical Knowledge, 445 
Richards Street, 2nd Floor. ('Phone PA. 5040). 

GUITAR LESSONS for beginners and advanced given by Ida Thurstans, 9 
St. Ann's Road, Barnes, London S.W.13. (Tel.: Prospect 6967). 

ACOMA MUSIC SHOP, 1257 Market Street, San Francisco, U.S.A. Guitars, 
Tremolo Instruments, Viols, Gambas, Vihuelas, Lutes, Recorders, largest 
selection. Expert repairing and restoring of old instruments. 

"GUITAR NEWS" back issues available-Nos. 28 and 30 at 9d . each, Nos. 
35 and 36 at I / - each, plus postage. I.C.G.A. , 47 Clarence Street, Cheltenham 
(Glos.), England . 
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BUENOS AIRES REVISITED 
by Deric Kennard (Britain) 

T HE Argentine contention that the guitar is the national instrument is no 
pose. The guitar is, and always bas been, the instrument most in use for 
popular music, both dance and song. Buenos Aires is full of guitar 

schools and the peon out in the country knows only two instruments- guitar 
and accordion. 

As far as the concert guitar is concerned there is a very flourishing 
"Asociacion Guitarristica Argentina" which meets weekly on Thursday in 
the basement of a large cafe at Avenida de Mayo 702. While I was in Buenos 
Aires I was asked to one of the meetings of the Association and, on a hot 
evening in early March, my wife and l went along there with Senor Jose 
Heidrich who is already known to readers of Guitar News. 

The large and high-roofed basement, adorned with pictures of well known 
people in the guitar world, already held some 30 people. This, although 
March in Buenos Aires is a summer holiday month , and only a few weeks 
before the capital had been having record temperatures leading to an exodus 
of all those citizens who could get away to Mar de! Plata on the Atlantic, or 
Bariloche and its lakes and mountains and snow five hours flight to the south. 

The President and the Ex-President, were both there with a representative 
group of members and players which included Ricardo Telaschi, Senorita 
Maria Angelica Funes, Senor Bensadon the composer, Senor Anapios, and 
others whose names escaped me. 

I was greeted as "el maestro Ingles" a title to which I in no way lay 
claim, but my wife and I enjoyed a couple of hours of very good guitar playing 
indeed. Some six or seven people played and displayed a talent and pro
fioiency on the instrument well above anything we could have put up at a 
similar meeting in London . In such a high level of performers it is invidious 
to pick out any one, but I must single out Senor Ricardo Telaschi who, though 
still a young man, should go far as a guitarist if be ever wishes to take it up 
as a career . 

Several pieces known to me already from the usual guitarists' repertory 
were given and, at my request, a number of Argentine dances, Milongas, 
Gatos, Chacarreras, etc., were played; several most effectively on two guitars. 
Senorita Funes and a friend also danced an Argentina Samba; a formal dance 
in which the couple circle round each other without touching and great play 
is made of scarves or handkerchiefs held by each in a sort of symbolic 
courtship. 

Music printed outside the Argentine is still very difficult to come by due 
to import restrictions but the guitar is so much an accepted part of Argentine 
musical life for both light and serious music that there is almost an embarrass
ing amount of music published there even though the bulk of it is folk lore 
material and arrangements of classics. 

In the world of lighter entertainment the guitar is to be found everywhere. 
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ALBU MS for GUITAR 
ANIDO : Album of 10 Pieces. Anido, Farnaby, Grieg, Hummel, 

Rebikov and Tchaikowsky $1.00 
Argentine Impressions. 9 Pieces $2.00 

AZPIAZU: Album of 14 Pieces. Bach, Beethoven, Galilei, 
Mozart, Vivaldi $1.50 

Spanish Masters, 3 Pieces of Milan, Mudarra and Narvaez .75 

BACH: Album of 7 Pieces (Bianqui Pinero) $1.25 

BIANQUI PI ERO : Album of 40 Traditional Argentine Dances $2.00 

CHOPIN: 6 Preludes. (Tarrega) 

MARAVILLA : 
Flamenco Album No. (6 Pieces) 
Flamenco Album No. 2 (6 Pieces) 
Flamenco Album No. 3 (6 Pieces) 
Flamenco Album No. 4 (6 Pieces) 

PARODI : A lbum of 12 Pieces. Albeniz, Chopin, Debussy, Grieg, 
Liszt, Schumann, Scarlatti, Scriabine, Tschaikowsky ... 

POMILIO : Album of 10 Celebrated Compositions. Vol. 1. 
Ca rcassi , Giuliani, Meissonnier, Molino, Paganini, Sor 

SAVIO : Guitar Anthology. 42 Pieces ranging from composers of 
the 16th, 17th, 18th and 19th centuries ... 

SEGOVIA : Album of 6 Pieces. Bach, Brahms, Gluck, Grieg, 
Schumann, Scriabine 

SI OPOLI : Album of 20 Pieces. Bach, Chopin, Sor, Tarrega 

TARREGA: Studies and Preludes (Rodriguez-Arenas) 
12 Compositions. (Savio) 
17 Classical and Romantic Pieces of Albeniz, Bach, 

Beethoven, Chopin, Haydn, Mendelssohn, Mozart, 
Schubert and Schumann (Savio) 

WEISS : Album of 6 Pieces. (Azpiazu) 

$1.00 

$1.50 
$1.50 
$1.50 
$1.50 

$2.50 

$1.25 

$3.00 

$1.50 

$2.00 

$2.00 
$1.75 

$2.00 
$1.50 

Catnlog llstl111: all publlcallons In our stock for the Classic sultar wW be 1elll FREE 
upon request . Please ask to be Included in our mailln1 11st for notlliutlon of new 
publications. Write to:- * 

*G. RICORD! & Co., 132 W. 21st St. , New York, N.Y. 
G. RICORDI & Co. (Canada) Ltd. 
380 Victoria Street, Toronto 2b, 

Canada. 

G. RICORDI & Co., Ltd., 
271, Regent Street, London, 

England. 
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AMERICAN RECORDINGS 
a Postscript 

by J. A. Burtnieks (U.S.A.) 

The Schubert- Matiegka Quartet in G Major for Flute, Guitar, Viola and 'Cello, 
formerly recorded under Period 518, now is available as Period 730 together with the 
Schubert Quintet in A Major (piano), Op. 114 ("Trout"), which makes it a more attrac • 
tive buy. The piano part in the "Trout" Quintet is played by Istvan Nadas, a young 
Hungarian artist. 

The Boccherini Quintet in E Minor for Guitar and Strings, with F ritz Wiirschin1; 
(pupi l of the late Professor Hans Ritter of Munich) in the guitar pa rt, is available in 
Decca ARCHIVES Series under No. 3057. This is different from the Quintet in I) 
Major, with De la Torre, in Philharmonia No. 101. On the reverse side there i:. 
Boccherin i Concerto in D Major fo r 'Cello. A very fine disc this. 

The Haitian Suite in fo ur movements by Frantz Casseus, American guitarist from 
Haiti , was recorded by the author on a JO-inch disc, Folkways FP- 822. The somewha 
exotic music is a valuable fo lkloristic document. 

Anatole Malukoff, who has produced two discs with the shorter guitar "sonatas" by 
Paganini , is to play Ca rl Maria von Weber's Divertimento for Guitar and Piano, Op. 38, 
at the Mannes College of Music Concert Hall on March 22, with Carl S. Miller at the 
piano. The Divertimento, consisting of four movements, is an origina l work by tht 
composer of "Oberon" and "Freischi.itz", i.e. not a transcription . We understand tha . 
it would shortly be available on an SMC disc. 

THE INTERNATIONAL CLASSIC GUITAR ASSOCIATION 
(A non-profit-making Organisation) 

President: L. T. Bridell, M.A.; Committee: Miss Maude Hamilton, Miss 
Joan Prior, Mrs. Kay Appleby (Hon. Treasurer), Mr. Eric Dance and Mr. P. 
J. Gamble, B.A. (Auditors), Mrs. A. Korwin-Rodziszewski, B.A. (Translator:. 

Hon. Organiser: Wilfrid M. Appleby, 47 Clarence Street, Cheltenham (Glos.), 
England, to whom aU communications and subscriptions should be sen'. . 

Foundation Member: 21 /- a year (U.S.A. $3.00) 
Supporting Member: 14/- a year (U.S.A. $2.00) 
Member (ordinary): 7/- a year (U.S.A. $1.00) 

All members receive "Guitar News"-6 issues a year. 
Non-members' subscription 7 /- a year-6 issues "Guitar News". 

U.S.A. payments are best made in Dollar Bills or International Money Orders 
which should be made payable to Wilfrid M. Appleby. Bank drafts require 

the addition of 25 cents for bank charges. 

Bi-monthly "GU I TAR NEWS " Copyright reserved . 

Hon. Editor: Wilfrid M. Appleby. Assistant Editor: Kay Appleby 
The Editors do not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by contributors. 

Glouce,ter Printers Ltd., Blackfriars Presa, Ladybelleaatc Street, Gloucester. 


